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Abstract
A general relativistic model of a differentially rotating perfect fluid with axial and mirror
symmetries is studied with approximations of weak gravity and slow rotation. The
equations in the symmetry plane are constructed by referring to the known exact
Newtonian solutions. In vacuum around a core with an angular momentum, the
inertial-frame dragging (IFD) component decays as an inverse of the radial distance
squared. For a density that decays according to power law, the IFD in matter is shown to
give rise to effects markedly deviated from the vacuum solution generated by a rotating
body: A power law relation holds between the IFD component and the rotation velocity at
long distances. Detailed numerical calculations show an existence of a plateau or a
shoulder in the profile of the IFD component that causes an anomalous time delay in
gravitational lensing.
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1. Introduction

interpreting the velocity dispersion in the

The path of light is deflected by gravity.
This

is

the



phenomenon

called

Coma cluster. The hypothesis of dark

the

matter has been employed in computer

gravitational lensing, first predicted by

simulations to reproduce the so-called

Einstein when he developed the general

large scale structure of the universe

theory of relativity. A compact discussion

(Jenkins et al. 1998, Evard et al. 2002). A

on this topic has been given by Einstein

virtually direct observational evidence of

himself (1936). The gravitational lensing

dark matter was presented by Bradac et al.

can be used to determine the distance to

(2006). They found that, in the galaxy cluster

an object very far from us because the

1E0657-558, its center of mass measured by

image is magnified by the lens and

gravitational lensing and the visible hot

therefore provides the astrophysicists a

parts from which strong X-rays are being

method to evaluate the Hubble constant

emanated do not coincide. Furthermore, the

(Schneider et al. 1992, Millon et al. 2020).

center of mass is invisible.

The gravitational lensing is the main
theme of the present paper.
The most salient on disk galaxies is the
flat or at least non-declining rotation
curves

at

long

distances

from

the

symmetry axis of the disk (Rubin and Ford
1970, Sofue and Rubin 2001, Sofue 2017),
as is schematically depicted in Fig.1. The
profiles of the rotation curves of disk

Fig.1 A: A schematic drawing of rotation curve

galaxies are obviously distinctive from that

of disk galaxy. B: Rotation curve of the solar

of

system.

the

solar

system

whose

mass

is

concentrated to the Sun. For the mass
composition of a characteristic disk galaxy,
see, e.g., Chap. 1 in Binney and Tremaine
(2008).
The centrally concentrated visible mass
in the disk galaxies and the Newtonian
gravity theory suggest the existence of a
large amount of invisible mass – dark
matter extending over a galaxy. The idea
of dark matter can be traced back to the
suggestion by Zwicky (1933) for the sake of



It is now believed that the dark matter is
a major ingredient in understanding the
evolution of galaxies and their clusters
(Springel et al. 2005) within the theory of
general relativity. Then, it is natural to
explore the property of self-gravitating
perfect fluid and compare the outcome
with the observation of the disk galaxies.
Theory of general relativity is the only
framework within which one can work for






  



























 
 









 


detailed study of very massive object like

rotation. These metric functions then must

astrophysical bodies. General relativistic

be determined self-consistently in a closed

exact solutions for a rotating fluid have

form. Unfortunately, this is generally not

been sought so far under such simplified

an easy task when we are looking for exact

conditions as thin thickness, zero pressure,

3-dimensional solutions for a differentially

rigid rotation and/or incompressibility of

rotating fluid under a presence of the

the matter as were studied by Bardeen and

energy-momentum tensor. In this case, the

Wagoner (1969, 1971), Butterworth and

energy-momentum tensor is sometimes

Ipser (1975) and Neugebauer and Meinel

restricted in such a way as for its physical

(1993). Vogt and Letelier (2005) found

meanings to become dubious.

several

exact

solutions

for

disk

We may adopt a different method, in

configuration of a fluid with reference to

which our attention is restricted in the

the exact Newtonian solutions for potential

symmetry plane of a rotating fluid that is

and density pair (Miyamoto & Nagai 1975,

supposed to be extending to a direction

Nagai & Miyamoto 1976, Satoh 1980).

vertical to the plane. The point is that, in

several

order to determine the steady motion in

simplifications including symmetric forms

the symmetry plane, it suffices to solve the

of the space-time metrics were adopted to

Einstein equation in the 2-dimensional

render the problem of solving the Einstein

symmetry

equation tractable. As a result, the “flat”

3-dimensional information in a vicinity of

rotation

disk

the plane. This is equivalent to choosing

galaxies seems to be reproduced only by a

one boundary condition out of infinite

phenomenological superposition of those

possibilities

solutions. Flat rotation curve implies a

Fortunately, this ambiguity is possible to

specific differential rotation, in which

be removed to some extent by referring to

bodies move with angular velocities that

the known exact Newtonian solutions for

depend on radial distance from the center.

the pair of density and potential that have

Differentially rotating astrophysical fluid

been found by Miyamoto and Nagai (1975),

with finite density, pressure and thickness

Nagai and Miyamoto (1976) and Satoh

seems still beyond a satisfactory analytical

(1980).

In

the

works

curve

cited

above,

characteristic

of

plane

in

the

supplemented

symmetry

by

plane.

treatment within general relativity theory.

We would like to report briefly some

In general relativistic treatment of a

results of the research performed toward

rotating fluid, not only the gravitational

the objective mentioned above. We assume

potential

inertial-frame

that the fluid possesses axial and mirror

dragging (IFD) component should come to

symmetries. The gravity is weak and the

play roles in determining the profile of

velocity is slow. The Einstein equations

but

also

the




    











 








and geodesic equations are linearized with



study.

respect to the gravitational constant and

This report is organized as follows. In

small deviations of metric functions from

the next section, the metric is defined in

the flat ones. The most important is that

cylindrical coordinate. In Sec.3, linearized

we do not invoke the freedom of the

Einstein’s

general

to

energy-momentum conservation equation

reduce the number of the metric functions

are presented for a fluid with axial and

in advance. Instead, we treat the metric

mirror symmetries. In Sec.4, Einstein’s

functions on equal footing and derive

equations for the gravitational potential

sufficient number of Einstein equations

and the IFD component of the metric are

that can be solved with any natural form of

put into the form solvable in the symmetry

energy- momentum tensor as an input. In

plane. In Sec.5, a power law relation

this way, a reliable set of solutions to the

between the rotation velocity and the IFD

Einstein equations for a differentially

component is presented. In Sec.6, the

rotating fluid will be found.

geodesics in a rotating fluid are discussed.

coordinate

transformation

The inertial system around a rotating
massive

body

whirlpool-like

is

deformed

structure.

This

into
is

a

best

In

Sec.7,

calculations
metric

equations

the

results

for

the

functions

and

of

numerical

rotation

and

time

velocity,
delay

known in the vacuum solutions by Hartle

gravitational

and Thorne’s approximate one for a slowly

Section 8 is devoted to a summary.

lensing

are

the

in

presented.

rotating body (Hartle & Thorne 1968) and
Kerr’s exact solution of a rotating black
hole

(Kerr

1963).

The

profound

2. Space-Time Metric in a Rotating Fluid
Einstein’s equations are the equations

and

for the metric coefficients that determine

space-time structure exemplifies itself as a

the structure of curved space-time and are

precession

usually written in terms of the proper time

relationship

between
of

spin

matter

orbiting

around

a

rotating body as had been predicted by

dW as
dW 2

Lense and Thirring (1918) and has been
xP

 g PQ dx P dxQ ,

confirmed by using the state of the art

where

observational satellite in non-equatorial

space-time coordinate. Although the exact

orbit around the earth (Ciufolini & Pavlis

Kerr metric has been known, we begin

2004).

with the approximate vacuum metric in

We here address a problem: what

is

the

component

of

the

structure does the space-time acquire

spherical coordinate ( P

within a differentially rotating matter?

rotating body with a small mass and small

Can it be observed? Answering these

angular momentum (we set light velocity

questions is the second aim of the present

=1):



t , rs ,T ,I ) due to a





  
























 






 
 









§ 2GM * · 2 § 2GM * · 2
4GJ * sin 2 T
2
2
2
2
dW 2 | ¨1 
dtdI
¸ dt  ¨1 
¸ drs  rs (dT  sin T dI ) 
rs ¹
rs ¹
rs
©
©

(2.1)

where M * and J * are the mass and the

explanation, see, e.g., Raine and Thomas

angular momentum of the body. More

(2007).

accurate expression has been given by

The expression (2.1) is altered as

Hartle and Thorn (1968). For a concise
2

§ 2GM * (2GJ * )2 sin 2 T
dW 2 | ¨1 

rs
rs4
©

Thus, the azimuthal angle I

· 2 § 2GM * · 2
2GJ * ·
2
2
2
2 §
¸ dt  ¨1 
¸ drs  rs dT  rs sin T ¨ dI  3 dt ¸ .
rs ¹
rs
¹
©
©
¹

of polar

coordinate system for an observer at a
distance is related to the azimuthal angle

I c of the local inertial frame (in which the
rotation is not felt) by I c I  (2GJ * / rs3 )t .
This relation leads to a queer conclusion
that the line I
direction of J

*

constant winds up to the

Fig.2 Schematic view of the inertial polar

in the inertial frame, as is

coordinate systems around a non-rotating body

depicted in Fig.2. This is the phenomenon

(left) and a rotating body (right).

called the IFD and gives rise to a
Coriolis-like force in the motion of a body.
We mean by ‘Coriolis-like’ that it is not the
Coriolis force because the force is not
observed by a co-rotating observer.

We may transfer to the cylindrical
coordinate ( t , r ,I , z ) by a transformation

r

rs sin T ,

z

rs cosT , where

z

is the

distance from the symmetry plane. When
z is small, the metric functions in (2.1)

are expressed up to the terms quadratic in
z as
dW 2 | Adt 2  Bdr 2  Cr 2 dI 2  Ddz 2  2H rdtdI  2G drdz

Av

1  av , Bv

1  bv , Cv




    








1  cv , Dv

1  dv ,

 g PQ dx P dxQ .

(2.2a)
(2.2b)




 








av { 2) v | 



2GM * §
z2 ·
2GM * § 3z 2 ·
¨1  2 ¸ , bv |
¨1 
¸ , cv
r © 2r ¹
r © 2r 2 ¹

2GJ * § 3z 2 ·
H v | 2 ¨1  2 ¸ ,
r © 2r ¹

0, d v |

2GM * z 2
,
r3

(2.2c)

2GM * z 
Gv |
{ G v z,
r2

where the suffix “v” stands for vacuum

constrained. If we wish to remove such

metric that correspond to those in (2.1). We

constraint, the form (2.2a) is convenient

see

because

that

the

new

cross

term

~ drdz

emerges.

solutions

for

any

energy-

momentum tensor will in principle be

Obviously, for steady and axisymmetric

found. We keep (2.2a) in mind in the

system, it is possible to eliminate the cross

followings, although the cross term 2G drdz

term 2G drdz by an appropriate coordinate

does

transformation,

considerations.

as

Lewis

(1932)

and

Papapetrou (1948) introduced for rigid
rotation of an object with a particular
symmetry requirement that reduces the
number of independent metric functions to
three. Later, many authors adopted this
so-called

cylindrical

Weyl-Lewis-

Papapetrou (WLP) coordinate system as
the convenient one to find the space-time
structure within a rotating matter. For
examples,

see

Bardeen

and

Wagoner

not

play

a

direct

role

in

our

3. Field Equations and Energy-Momentum
Conservation
We omit the detailed arguments on
deriving the full set of equations in order
to avoid unnecessary complications. The
equations we consider in this paper are
given by

)rr 

)r
r

 )zz

1
TPP ,
2 ¦P

(3.1a)

2TtI ,

(3.1b)

(1969, 1971), and Neugebauer and Meinel
(1993, 1995). See also van Stockum (1937)

H rr 

Hr
r



H
r2

 H zz

for a modified WLP system. Vogt and
Letelier (2003, 2005) considered isotropic
and

compact

solutions

with

fewer

2) rz 

Bz
3Cz
 Crz 
r
2r

2Trz ,

(3.1c)

,

(3.1d)

nontrivial metric functions.
Concerning

steady

axisymmetric

)r 

㼢2
r



(rH )r
㼢
r

Pr

U

system, the maximum number of the
Einstein equations will be six. Then, owing

where suffixes on the metric functions

to the energy-momentum conservation,

stand for partial differentiations with

when the number of the unknown metric

respect to the designated variables, e.g.,

functions

)rz { w r w z) { w 2) / wr wz .

is

less

energy-momentum



than

five,

the

tensor

must

be

Otherwise,

denote the space-time indices. )

they

( A  1) / 2





  
























 






 
 









is the gravitational potential. T

is the

8 G Pg

(

P)u u ,

(3.2)

with the gravitational constant G , the
and

density

the

pressure

P

.

ru .

(3.1a) ~ (3.1c) are the Einstein equations
selected out of the six. (3.1d) is the
condition for hydrostatic equilibrium in the
radial direction. It is derived from the
r -component of

the energy-momentum

conservation equation
T

T

;

where

T

0,

T

and

following a definite prescription. (3.3)

is trivially satisfied for

(2.2c) satisfies

MN ( r , z )

0

,

and B or C .

4. Vertical Length Scale and In-Plane
Equations for Gravitational Potential and
IFD Component
We are interested in physics at z 0 ,
i.e., the symmetry plane. In order to find
the solutions to (3.1a) ~ (3.1d), therefore,
we

need

information
and

up

to

second

with respect to

z . This is nothing but finding boundary

condition in the symmetry plane. To this
aim,

we

first

inspect

the

model

by

Miyamoto and Nagai (1975), in which the
2

(3.1b) and (3.1c) by noting that the known
solution

,

solution

t, .

One can check the validity of (3.1a),
vacuum

and (3.1d) are closed with respect to

(3.3)

is a quantity called affine

, P and either

one of B and C are given, (3.1a), (3.1b)

derivatives of

connection. It is evaluated from g
g

order of G . Thus, once

(u , 0, u , 0) is the 4-velocity of

the fluid matter. The circular velocity is
given by

of G , Trz in (3.1c) is dropped in the lowest

t

d (t , r , , z ) / d

will be the order

tensor vanishes. Since

energy-momentum tensor:
T

equations when the energy-momentum

to

4 G

the

Poisson

equation

is given in the cylindrical

coordinate by

these

{r

2

GM *
,
[a ( z 2 b 2 )1/ 2 ]2 }1/ 2

(4.1)
2

MN ( r , z )

*

2

b M ar [a 3( z
4
{r 2 [a ( z 2

where a and b are length scales in the
Miyamoto-Nagai model. M
mass.

0

*

2

is the total

is another possible constant

which we added for a convenience of our

2 1/ 2

2

2 1/ 2 2

b ) ][a ( z b ) ]
,
b 2 )1/ 2 ]2 }5 / 2 ( z 2 b 2 )3/ 2

Plummer’s model (Plummer 1911) for
a

0 . Expanding the potential

MN

in z

2

and keeping terms up to O ( z ) , one has for
large r

discussion given below. (4.1) reduces to




    











 











§ a  b § 4ʌb U MN (r ,0) ·2 / 3 2 ·
°)MN (r ,0) ¨1 
¨
¸ z ¸¸ ,
¨
aM
2b ©
¹
°
©
¹
)MN (r , z ) | ®
°
§ a  b 2ʌG
·
U MN (r ,0) z 2 ¸ ,
° )MN (r ,0) ¨1 
b )0
©
¹
¯

Nonzero ) 0 will have a meaning in case
we call

vertical length scale (VLS), to the direction
normal

to

the

symmetry

plane

is

proportional to U MN (r , 0)[ / 2 with [

2/3

or 1, depending on whether ) 0 is zero or

where

due to the existence of intrinsic (i.e.,
non-derivable

within

the

§

being incorporated into the models in
different ways.

§ f1 f 2
 2
2
"
©r

· 2·
¸ z ¸,
¹ ¹

) (r ) ¨1  ¨

H

§ §e e · ·
H (r ) ¨1  ¨ 12  22 ¸ z 2 ¸ ,
" ¹ ¹
© ©r

©

(4.4)

f1 , f 2 , e1 and e2 are constant, and

) r

) rr 

f
§ f
 2 ¨ 21  22
"
©r

r

· 
¸)
¹

4ʌG U

and

Hrr 

model)

parameters of length or mass dimensions

) 0 z 0.

at z 0

2 / 5 or 3/ 5 in

Plummer’s model. The difference in [ is

(4.2)

substitute (4.4) to (3.1a) and (3.1b) to have

not. Satoh’s solution (Satoh 1980) has the
same value of [ , while [

0,

)

the matter is of a finite extension. We note
that the length scale, which

)0

Hr
r



H

e
§e
 2 ¨ 12  22
r
"
©r
2

·
¸ H 16ʌG U (H  㼢 ).
¹

Here, U and 㼢 are evaluated at z 0 .
Choosing the values of

f1 ,

f 2 , e1

and e2 amounts to choosing the boundary

The density employed in our system is to

conditions.

For

simplicity,

we

restrict

be scale invariant and does not have any

ourselves to a case that massive core at the

intrinsic length scale. Then, the only

center does not exist. Then, when U is

fundamental length scales of a fluid bound

small and constant, the equation for )

only by gravity will be r and (G U )

1/ 2

,

which corresponds to the second case in
(4.2). Specifically, (G U )

1/ 2

should have a solution )
f1

constant, so

0 . On the other hand, if an angular

is of dynamical

momentum core exists, the equation for H

importance because, when multiplied by

should have the solution H v in (2.2c), so

sound velocity, it gives the Jeans length.

e1

When

multiplied

by

the

3/ 2 . We finally have

velocity

dispersion, it will give the thickness of gas

) rr 

) r
r



2 f2 
)
"2

4ʌG U ,

(4.5a)

cloud. Thus, we introduce a local VLS
"

(4ʌG U ) 1/ 2 ,

and write near z 0



(4.3)

Hrr 

Hr
r



4H 2e2  4

H
r2
"2

16ʌG U㼢 .

(4.5b)





  
























 






 
 









H | r 2㼢 / " 2 .

As for the dark matter, several density
profiles have been proposed by the authors
who

N-body

performed

simulations.

See

Dehnen

numerical
and

Binney

(1998), Quini et al. (1986), Frenk et al.
(1988), Fukushige and Makino (2001) and
references

cited

therein.

These

works

suggest, in addition to a long-distance
behavior of r  n with n | 2 , an existence of
a weak power-law like cusp at the center of
the body. For the controversial aspect of
this topic, see, e.g., a review by Bertone et
al. (2005).

Now, let

system does not have an intrinsic length
scale except for " , so that only possibility
is

LU v r0 . For a gross estimation of the

total mass given by integrating the density
over

whole

necessary) in the symmetry plane:

U

n

U0 (r / r0 ) ,

(4.6)

convenient for mathematical analysis.
Owing to Jean’s instability and/or the
Newtonian virial theorem or the so-called
virialization (Binney and Tremaine 2008),
the expressions (4.6) will be physically
some

finite

region

r d RD , outside of which the density (and

the pressure) should decay far faster. We
are interested in motion of the fluid
within RD .
5. Rotation Curve and IFD Component
We easily see that the equation (4.5b)
allows at long distances the solutions like




    








the

radius r is approximately given for N ! n
by
SU0 LU r02  n N ³ r  n r N  2 rdr
~ [2G (N  n)]1 r02 LU

(r / r0 )N
"2

and thus the velocity of the circular motion
at

the

radius

㼢 ~ [ LU r0 / 2(N  n)] (r / r0 )

nt2.

replace

2" U . Then, the total mass within the

(N 1) / 2

by

r

/ " . With this

relation, " can be eliminated from (5.1) to
obtain

H | CH (r / r0 )3N 㼢 3 ,
CH ~ (N  n) r0 / 2 LU .

forms (4.6) are not only realistic but also

within

we

1/ 2

r0 is the unit of length. The scale invariant

meaningful

space,

integration over z with multiplication by

innermost region of the fluid from our
law for the density (and the pressure, if

LU ( r / r0 )N  2 be the VLS for

"U

the density. Actually, " U ~ r or ~ " . Our

We mitigate the task by excluding the
considerations and adopting a single power

(5.1)

(5.2)

The relation (5.2) implies that the
rotation velocity is a measure of the IFD. If
the fluid is of 3-dimensional extension, i.e.,

N | 3 , a flat rotation curve means an
approximately constant H . Recall that, in
our system (4.5), the model is defined by
choosing the forms for " , which have been
expelled from (5.2). Thus, the relation

H v 㼢 3

at a fixed

modeling

only

r

depends on our

weakly.

This

will

be

confirmed below.
6. Effect of the IFD on Gravitational
Lensing




 








The

geodesic

equations

for

the

dt
d

(t , r , ) of a particle in the

coordinate

Newtonian approximation read (we write
A 1 a



, B 1 b)

2

d 2t
d 2

dt dr
a
d d

1
E
1 a

Lz
r

.

(6.4)

That the integrals Lz and E exist and
are conserved is equivalent to that the

dr d
)
,
d d

(r

(6.1a)

system has the Killing vectors associated
with rotation- and time-independence of

d 2r
d 2

2

a dt
2 d

r d
1 b d

b dr
2 d
2

(r )

the system.

2

Suppose

that

particle

originated

from

an

(6.1b)
dt d
,
d d

i ,

event

i 1, 2 ,

S

like

supernova and traveled on paths

a
Ci

toward a rotating galaxy G and, after
d2
d 2

2 dr d
rd d

(r ) dt dr
.
r2 d d

(6.1c)

having been deflected, arrive at O at the
proper times

i

. See Fig.3. Particles arrive

The prime stands for a derivative with

at O from at least two directions. Let the

respect to r . The last term proportional to

corresponding observer’s time be ti . From

in (6.1b) or (6.1c) represents the

(6.4), assuming a is sufficiently small, we

(r )

so-called

general

relativistic

“Coriolis

have

force.” Multiply r 2 to both sides of (6.1c)
ti

to obtain, together with (6.1a), in the first
order of a and

Ei

,

d 2d
r
dt
d

r

dt
d

0.

(6.2)

and is conserved. The

evolution equation of
d
d

Lz
r2

is now written as
dt
.
rd

(6.3)

to the first order terms of a and
d [(1 a)dt / d

,

(6.5)

Lz / r ]/ d

ri

r( i )

is

the

radial

coordinate of the particle i on the path
Ci at

i

are

identical

L1

L2

. Let us assume that the particles

L

0

and
and

E1

E2

E

approach

,
the

gravitational center G with the same

Substituting (6.3) to (6.1a) and keeping up
have

i

where Ei and Li are the energy and the
respectively.

Lz

Li (ri )
d
ri

angular momentum of the particle i ,

The quantity in the braces is the angular
momentum

Ei a(ri )

Ci

0

, we
.

impact parameter. The galaxy G situates
between the paths C1 and C2 .

The

quantity in the brackets is interpreted as
the energy. Writing it as E , we have







  
























 






 
 









Fig.3 Trajectories of particles that started S and later arrived at O.

Let us consider the difference 't t1  t2
which is usually called the time delay and
has three components as is seen from (6.5).
In the lowest order of a and H , the
contribution to 't from the first term on
the r.h.s. of (6.5) is proportional to the time
difference to which the difference in the
path length contributes most significantly
(geometrical delay, 'tL ). The contribution
from second term is the difference in the
gravitational time delay (Shapiro delay,
'tS ). These two components are the ones

usually considered in gravitational lensing
(Schneider et al. 1992). The contribution
from the third term, 'tD , is due to the IFD
and gives negative contribution when
LH ! 0 . In other words, the particle passing

by G to the direction same as the flow of
the fluid is accelerated and the particle
proceeding against the flow is decelerated.
In vacuum,

'tD is

very small as

compared to 'tL and 'tS because of the
r 2 behavior of H v in (2.2c). However, if H

behaves as constant,
non-negligible.

We

'tD

shall

will become
confirm

this

expectation by numerical calculations in




    








the next section.
7. Numerical Calculations of Rotation
Curve,

Metric

Functions

and

Strong

Lensing

7.1. Rotation Curve and Metric Functions
We solve (4.5a), (4.5b) and (3.1d) under
zero pressure and f 2

e2

1 . The boundary

conditions are given at some small but
finite

r

r1 off the center followed by

checking whether the solution far from the
center is acceptable from the observational
point of view. As was stated before, the
system must have a finite extension of
some radius RD , beyond which the total
mass can be treated as localizing at the
center and the metric functions should
behave like the vacuum solution (2.2c)
with M * and J * being the total mass and
the total angular momentum of the fluid,
respectively. In this section, all functions
are evaluated at z 0 , so we hereafter
omit the “tilde” on the functions. All
calculations in this subsection are done as
if the fluid extends infinitely. Finiteness of
the extension will be taken into account




 










Fig.4. have been obtained also for larger n

later.
The rotation curves for

n

are

2.05

2
0 r0

up to 2.45, although not presented here.

.

| H (r ) | are plotted in Fig.5(a), in which

The values of parameters are given in the

eight curves are shown. Non-divergence of

figure caption. 㼢 (r ) is slowly increasing in

H at large distances is achieved by a fine

the region of large r . In the case of

tuning of the initial value H c(r1 ) . Solutions

4.219 u 107 (solid curve in Fig.4),

are grouped into two according to the

shown in Fig.4 for four values of 8ʌGU

8ʌG U0 r02

5 u 10

the rotation speed at r / r0

4

is about

boundary value of H , i.e., one is

0.00088 ~ 260 km  s , which is near to the

H (r1 ) 2.25 u 106 (upper group) and the

average value of the observed rotation

other is 2 u 108 (lower group).

speed in the majority of disk galaxies (see,

group consists of four curves, which are

e.g., Sofue (2017)). If we equate the value

discriminated by the value of 8ʌG U0 r02 that

1

4

Each

5 u 10 r0 to the radius of a characteristic

are shown in the figure. Near the central

disk galaxy, 5 u 104 ly |1.5u 104 pc , we have

axis, irrespective of the boundary values,

a rough estimation r0 | 1 ly. The density

H (r ) behaves as 1/ r 2 like the vacuum

parameter

by

solution H v in (2.2c). Therefore, the

.

solutions presented here are interpreted as

kg  m . This

representing the space-time structure

is compared to the average density of the

within a fluid rotating around a spinning

r

2
0 r0

U

is

U0
7

4.219 u 10 /(8ʌG )

estimated
19

kg  m

| 2.3 u 10

Then, we have U0 | 2.5 u 10

13

1

3

visible matter in our galaxy, 10

18

3

kg  m .

core. Assuming the angular momentum J c

Non-decaying rotation curves like those in

of the core, the results near the symmetry

200 d r d 1.5 u 105

r2 . Radial distance r is normalized by r0 . From

Fig.4 㼢 (r ) for n

2.05 in r1
2
0 r0

top to bottom, 8ʌG U

= 7.031 u 10

6

(dash-dotted curve), 1.406 u 106 (dashed curve), 4.219 u 107

(solid curve), 1.406 u 107 (dotted curve). The other parameters are chosen as f 2
boundary condition is set at r1

200 as a

2.813 u 106 , ac 7.031 u 1013 , H (r1 )

e2

1 . The

2.25 u 106 or

8

2 u 10 . See caption in Fig.5 for H c(r1 ) .







  
























 






 
 









Fig.5 (a): | H (r ) | in r1

200 d r d 3 u 105 . Two groups of the curves are discriminated by the
2.25 u 106 . From top to bottom, H c(r1 ) u 108

boundary values. Upper group: H (r1 )

2.249781, 2.249966, 2.249994. Lower group:
10

H c( r1 ) u 10

H (r1 ) 2 u 10

8

2.247440,

. From top to bottom,

2.265192, 2.023734, 2.0039044, 2.00075334. See text for J c . The dips in the curves of

the lower group mean that H for each curve is negative near the center of rotation. (b) H vs. r
for the case rotating core does not exist. Boundary values are, from top to bottom,

H (r1 )

2.651 u 109 , 2.3718 u 1010 , 3.900 u 1011 , 7.517 u 1012 .

axis fit to H v in (2.2c) with 2GJ c r02
4

0.09

say rA . All H

approach approximately

for the upper and lower

constant values for r ! rA . Accordingly,

group, respectively. Substituting r0 1 ly,

each curve of H comes to have a plateau

6 u 1040 kg  m 1  s 2

at large distances. The plateau tends to be

and 5 u 1038 kg  m 1  s 2 , respectively. The

wider for the case of smaller angular

minus sign means that the core and the

momentum. The region of the plateau of H

major portion of the fluid counter-rotate.

corresponds to the “flat” rotation curve,

These values may be compared to the

wherein the relation (5.2) holds quite well.

and 7.8 u 10

the above values yield J c

Sun’s angular momentum of the order of
32

1

2

10 kg  m  s .

The

memory

The

in-plane

equation

(4.5b)

was

constructed aiming at having solution with
of

the

core’s

angular

a rotating core. Interestingly, the equation

momentum is lost at some radial distance,

seems to permit solutions with no angular




    











 








momentum

core,

too.

To

see

this,



determined

by

(3.1c)

with

an

calculations were done with a boundary

approximation c { C  1 0 inferred from

condition H c(r1 )

(2.2c) and is also plotted in Fig.6(a). The

in

Fig.5(b).

0 . The result is depicted

For

each

density,

as

r

plateau

of

H

in

Fig.5

has

been

same

transformed to a shoulder of H or H 2 in

constant on a plateau that we have

Fig.6(b). Note the difference between the

obtained for the case of a rotating core.

full H

The rotation curves are same as those

momentum

shown in Fig.4.

Parametrizations of a , H

H

increases,

approaches

the

We shall examine the time delay in
strong lensing. For this purpose, the
metric functions obtained in the above
must be modified so as to connect smoothly
to the vacuum solution (2.3) at the radial
RD . Shown in Fig.6 are the

examples of such connections employed in
our calculations. By employing a 2) and

H

in Fig.6 together with the vacuum

solution (2.2c), we can estimate the total
mass M and the total angular momentum
J

of

the

fluid

as

r0 1 ly | 9.5 u 1015 m)
48

2

core

part

(squares).
and a2 , H 2

shown in Fig.6 are given in Appendix A.

7.2. Time Lag in Lensing

distance

(dotted curve) and the angular

(with

the

M | 9 u 1010 M

unit

We

consider

two

identical

massive

particles 1 and 2 with the equal energy
E

5

moving with velocity near light

velocity,

i.e.,

components 㼢1 y

the

㼢2 y

initial

velocity

0.9798 , which are

fixed throughout our calculations. The
particles are initially at ri
with

x1

 x2 { [ ,

y1

y2

( xi , yi ) , i 1, 2 ,
5 u 105

(See

Fig.3). The angular momenta are given by
L1 | x1㼢1 y

The

 L2 |  x2㼢2 y for each particle.

results

obtained

below

are

not

essentially changed for the case of photon.

and

1

J | 4 u 10 kg  m  s .

The

metric

function



b { B 1

is





  
























 






 
 









Fig.6 Two sets of input functions

( a, b, H ) and ( a2 , b2 , H 2 ) utilized in the model calculation of

particle orbits. Dotted vertical line in each panel stands for r

RD

5 u104 . Connection at RD is

more gradual in ( a2 , b2 , H 2 ) than in ( a, b, H ). r is in unit of r0 . Circles in the panel (a) and (b)
denote a (normalization is arbitrary) and H , respectively, that are obtained by using (4.6) in

the whole region of r . Squares in (b) stand for the vacuum solution by a contribution from the
angular momentum core.

The difference of the radial coordinates
in 0  W | t / 5  3 u 106 W f

1.8 u 104 for 2 . These values, which are

is

nothing but the temporal differences in

shown in Fig.7(a). 'r increases initially

unit of year because the particles travel

linearly with time and the rate of increase

with almost light velocity, amount to 100,

grows when the particles pass by G and

5.3 and 95 in unit of minute, respectively.

then

Positive (negative) value implies the delay

'r { r1 (t )  r2 (t )

reaches

'rf { 'r (W

x1 u 10

5

Wf )
0.2 ,

a

finite

is

about

1.0 u 105

steady

value.

1.9 u 104

for

0.4

for

(lead) of the particles 2.

and

Fig.7 (a) Time dependence of the difference of the radial distances of particles 1 and 2. Impact




    











 








 x2

parameter is taken as x1

1.95959 u 104 . (b): Time lag 'tf of arrivals at O of particle 1 and 2.

 L2 z

5 and L1z

E2

0.2 (solid curve), 0.4 (dotted curve), 2 (broken curve) vs. W (which

t / 5 ). The maximum W is 3 u 106 . Energies and angular momenta are

is related to t by W

E1



Dotted curve is the case for a and H depicted in Fig.6 with labels a and H . Squares are plots in
the case only the 1/ x 2 term in H is retained. Broken curve with a label ( a2 , H 2 ) is drawn for the
metric functions depicted in Fig.6 with labels a2 and H 2 .

Particle 1 proceeds ahead of particle 2

the particle 2. Consequently, the radial

and 2, as are depicted in

speed of the particle 1 is faster and its

Fig.7(a). This indicates the dominances of

deflection is smaller as compared to the

the geometrical delay 'tL and the Shapiro

particle 2.

for [

0.4

a

The three curves in Fig.7(a) implies that

following way. First, let us recall that the

something different is taking place for

particle 1 (2) has a positive (negative)

[

angular

that

calculated the final value 'rf by varying

because of (6.2). Note,

[ , which was translated to the time lag

delay

'tS .

This

is

understood

momentum

dI1 / dW ! | dI2 / dW |

so

in

0.2 . In order to see the details, we

between subsequent arrivals, 'tf , as is

from (6.1b), (6.2) and (6.4), that

observed at O ( x, y ) .
d 2I
H  rH c · dr
§ 2 Lz
| ¨ 3  E
¸ .
dW 2
r 2 ¹ dW
© r

(7.1)

The result is plotted

in Fig.7(b) by dotted curves for a and H
depicted in Fig.6. 'tf is positive for small

Sine H  rH c ! 0 , L1z ! 0 and L2 z  0 , the

[

quantity in the braces in (7.1) is positive

turns negative in 0.08  [  0.4 and then

for particle 1 and is greater than the

becomes positive again for larger [ .

absolute

value

of

increases and

corresponding

For comparison, the result from a pure

quantity for the particle 2. On approaching

angular momentum core, which is given by

the center of gravity G, dr / dW is negative

H depicted by squares in Fig.6(b), is also

so that the acceleration for the azimuthal

shown in Fig.7(b). It is positive and

angle of particle 1 will be greater than that

monotonically decreasing. This feature of

of particle 2. After dr / dW turned positive,

the IFD may raise a naive analogy to

this

turns

whirlpool that acts to brake the particle 2

deceleration. In addition, on entering the

while guiding the particle 1 to proceed in

region where (rH )c is small but negative,

its direction of motion near G.

acceleration

the

and decreases as [

of

angle

the particle 1 experiences repulsion from G

Let us examine what happens just after

owing to the “Coriolis term”, i.e., the

the particles passed by G when H is not

second term on the r.h.s. in (6.1c). The

negligible. In (6.1c), dIi / dW is positive for

effects of the “Coriolis term” is opposite for

i



1 and negative for i

2. As we have





  
























 






 
 









5 u 104 .

seen, in contrast with the vacuum solution,

a cusp-like sharp peak near [

the factor (rH )c involves a constant term

This is due to an abrupt change of H in a

originating from the shoulder of H (r ) in

very narrow region of r from a virtual

Fig.6(b), thereby, regarding the radial

constant to 1/ r 2 behavior. It may be more

coordinate, the “Coriolis term” in (6.1b)

likely, however, that the matter density

gives rise to larger deceleration of the

connects itself more slowly to an exterior

particle 1 and larger acceleration of the

function that decays faster than the one in

particle 2 as compared to the vacuum

the interior region, and generates more

solution. On the other hand, after passing

moderate rates of change of the metric

by G, dr / dW ! 0 so the “Coriolis term” in

functions.

(6.1c)

changes by the functions depicted in Fig.6

is

positive.

This

means

that,

a2 ,

We

H2

model

and

such

RD

moderate

b2 . Their functional

concerning azimuthal angle, the “Coriolis

as

term” gives more acceleration to particle 1

parametrizations are given in Appendix A.

and

2.

Corresponding time lag is calculated and

Consequently, the degree of bending of the

the result is shown in Fig.7(b). As was

path of particle 1 excesses that of particle

expected, the peak is broadened. The

2. Accordingly, the distance from S to O on

region of negative time lag continues to

C1 is lengthened as compared to the one

exist and its width is also broadened. The

on C2 , which causes the delayed arrival of

value of 'tf at, say, r

particle 1 at O( x, y ) with negative x . A

from 350 minutes to about 75 minutes.

simple

(See

Anyway, time lag within the order of

Appendix B.) gives for the difference of the

several hundred minutes is expected and

two

more

deceleration

geometrical

path

lengths

to

particle

consideration

'L | 2['D

where

will

be

observable

RD is changed

if

the

fluid

is

time

lag

will

be

'D | O(H / 㼢 ) is the excess of the deflection

transparent.

angle due to H . Thus, the time lag is

observable prominently when the line of

~ H RD ~ O (104~ 5 ) year, or, 0.1 ~ 1 hour. In

sight is orthogonal to the rotation axis of

the example depicted in Fig.7(b), the

the fluid. An Einstein ring around dark

maximal anomaly is the order of 2 hours.

matter embracing an edge-on disk galaxy

In this situation, 'tD is mainly a new

will

contribution to the geometrical time delay.

observation

We conclude that the existences of a

direction of rotation of the disk galaxy will

negative minimum and a local positive

be deduced, too.

maximum in Fig.7(b) is attributed to the
existence of a shoulder of

H in Fig.6(b).

The time lag 'tf in Fig.7(b) for the
metric functions a, b, H shown in Fig.6 has




    








be

an

The

ideal
of

the

candidate

for

the

phenomenon.

The

8. Summary
We derived a closed set of in-plane
equations for the six metric functions in




 








cylindrical

coordinate

system

a

that, if the fluid extends 3-dimensionally,

differentially rotating fluid with axial and

the IFD component H and the rotation

mirror symmetries. This system permits us

speed 㼢 of the fluid matter are related by

to determine the metric without imposing

a simple power law. This signifies the close

severe and sometimes unrealistic constraints

interplay of H and 㼢 . Specifically, the

on the energy-momentum tensor. Namely,

gross

the metric functions can be determined by

simultaneously. This is the reason that we

employing

have observed the non-attenuating effect of

observationally

for



acceptable

constancy

of

H

㼢

and

occurs

the IFD through the almost flat rotation

energy-momentum tensor as an input.
The density model employed in the text

curves of many disk galaxies.

revealed that the gross flatness of the base

A differentially rotating massive fluid

rotation curve is closely connected to the

provides a field of observing the frame

off-diagonal

tI

component

that

is

dragging other than the Lense-Thirring

responsible for the frame dragging. The

effect.

solution

is

interesting phenomenon that, contrary to

non-divergent irrespective of whether the

the intuitive view of IFD, a particle travels

component

faster

of

the
is

in-plane

equations

accommodated

to

the

Specifically,

when

it

it

leads

proceeds

to

against

an

the

existence of a spinning core or not. When

direction of dragging with an appropriate

the spinning core exists, its angular

impact parameter. The relevant impact

momentum can be quite large as compared

parameter is the order of or less than the

to

not

size of the fluid. In case the particles are

necessarily be unexpected if we recall the

photons, the optical image of the source

mass and angular momentum transfer

event

taking place in the course of dynamical

oppositely to the direction anticipated by a

evolution of the astrophysical fluid (see,

naïve whirlpool view of the IFD. This will

e.g., Laughlin and Bodenheimer 1994,

be best observed for particles emanated

Takeda and Ida 2001, Griv et al. 2008).

from a source just behind an edge-on disk

Rather,

the

galaxy whose direction of rotation is

Einstein’s field equations provide solutions

known, provided that it is embraced by a

of that kind for steady configurations.

larger bulk of dark matter. In this case,

that

of

it

the

is

Sun.

This

remarkable

may

that

will

move

around

the

galaxy

The IFD for the vacuum metric has been

the image will appear first at the disk edge

observed as the Lense-Thirring effect, i.e.,

whose direction of motion is opposite to

the

angular

that of light propagation from the source.

momentum associated with the motion on

Then the image will move along the

a non-equatorial orbit (Lense & Thirring

Einstein ring to the other edge where the

1918, Ciufolini & Pavlis 2004). We showed

matter is flowing to the direction of the

precession

of



spin

or





  
























 






 
 









light propagation. The time resolution in

F. R., Efstathidou G., Peacock J. A. and

the state of the art observational method is

Thomas P. A., 2002, Astrophys. J., 573, 7

about 1 day (Millon et al. 2020). The

Frenk, C. S., White, S. D. M., Davis, M. &

anomaly found in the present paper for

Efstathiou, G. 1988, Astrophys. J., 327,

‘standard’ lensing galaxies is one order of
magnitude

smaller

than

this

value.

Unfortunately, the best compact lenses
known so far are of not disk galaxies but
elliptical galaxies. In order to verify our
prediction, we will have to wait for
innovative

development

in

the

&

Makino,
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Appendix A: Input metric functions
employed in the numerical calculations in
Sec.7.2 are parametrized in inner and
outer regions and are given below.

a(r )


5.020 u 104 1.982 u 104
4
, r d RD  500,

°2.984 u 10 
(r / RD ) n  2
(r / RD ) 2 n  4
°
®
5.336 u 106
°

, r t RD  500,
°
r / RD
¯

H (r )

 3.598 u 1011
 6.637 u 1010 , r d RD  500,
°
2
° (r / RD )
®
6.999 u 1010
°
, r t RD  500.
°
(r / RD )2
¯





  
























 






 
 









a2 (r )


5.020 u 104 1.982 u 104
4

, r d RD ,
° 2.955 u 10 
(r / RD ) n  2
(r / RD )2 n  4
°
®
4
6
°  1.128 u 10  3.003 u 10 , r t R  5000,
D
2
°
r / RD
(r / RD )
¯

H 2 (r )

 3.598 u 1011
 6.637 u 1010 , r d RD ,
°
(r / RD )2
°
®
9
9
° 2.259 u 10  1.568 u 10 , r t R  5000.
D
3
° (r / R ) 2
(r / RD )
D
¯

Functions in inner and outer regions are
interpolated by an appropriate quadratic
function.

parameter [, which is very small as
compared to the distance to the lens fluid.
Let Oc be the point where the path C1
and C2 crosses when H is absent. When

H z 0 , the deflection angles of the particles
Appendix B: Difference of path lengths due

1 and 2 are D r 'D and the two paths

to H

intersects at O. D

The geometry to be considered is given
in Fig.A below. The particles 1 and 2

and 'D

are very

small. See the figure below. Applying the
formula of triangle, we have

proceed with the speed 㼢 and the impact

OG

2

2

OP1  [ 2  2OP1  [ cos S / 2  D  'D

2

OP2  [ 2  2OP2  [ cos(S / 2  D  'D )

evaluation for 'D | dI / dt |IFD 't :

or
OP1  OP2 |

2(OP1  OP2 )
['D | 2['D .
OP1  OP2  2[D

H
H
'D | 't | .
r
㼢

Let 't be the time interval during which

Thus, we finally have the estimation in the

the particles are accelerated near G. It is

text

the order of 2

RD2

2

 [ / 㼢 㼪 RD / 㼢 . Then, from

(6.3) in the text, we have a following
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Fig. A. Geometry for calculating the path lengths. G is the lensing galaxy. Two paths intersect at O.

Oc is the intersection point when G is not rotating.





